
Sharing stories is a big part of a good life in Christ. And that doesn’t mean telling
stories. Telling stories is one thing, sharing stories another. To share a story is to
create something new with another that one could not create on one’s own. We each
make our own little story. And having a story to tell is good. But the better stories
tend to be ones that we create with others so that two or more can tell. Sharing a
story is a mark of maturity, an ability that psychologists say we acquire at age three.
That’s around the age and stage at which we begin to coordinate our play with
others, inviting them in as they invite us in. We then continue to share stories
throughout a lifetime, always with family members, sometimes with friends or
co-workers, and sometimes with enemies. The Bible asks how two can walk
together except that they agree. Even with enemies, those with whom we struggle,
we share a story.

A life in Christ lends design,
continuity, and connectivity to those
stories. Everyone has stories. A life in
Christ enables the believer to integrate
the believer’s stories into ever larger
accounts, all the way to the greatest
account of the world rescued and
reordered in Christ. For the active
believer, that integration of stories

takes place in hierarchical order. The believer’s stories with closest family members
and friends connect with the stories experienced within small groups. Those stories
then assemble into the stories experienced with larger groups until the experiences
become ones of the whole body in Christ. The experience of the body in Christ also
connects with prior accounts while creating histories and legacies that connect with
future accounts. The story one experiences at any one moment moves easily up and
down the hierarchy of stories, leaving one constantly connected and richly
informed. Share your experiences in the body of Christ. Hold fast to the great story
of Christ.


